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The coming of age of the mitochondria–ER contact: a
matter of thickness

M Giacomello*,1,2 and L Pellegrini*,3,4

The sites of near-contact between the mitochondrion and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) have earned a lot of attention due to their
key role in the maintenance of lipid and calcium (Ca2+) homeostasis, in the initiation of autophagy and mitochondrial division,
and in sensing metabolic shifts. At these sites, typically called MAMs (mitochondria-associated ER membranes) or MERCs
(mitochondria–ER contacts), the organelles juxtapose at a distance that can range from ~10 to ~50 nm. The multifunctional role of
this subcellular compartment is puzzling; further, recent studies have shown that mitochondria–ER contacts are highly plastic
structures that remodel upon metabolic transitions and that their activity in controlling lipid homeostasis could be involved
in Alzheimer’s disease pathogenesis. This review aims at integrating the functions of this subcellular compartment to its most
characterizing and unexplored structural parameter, their ‘thickness’: that is, the width of the cleft that separates the cytosolic
face of the outer mitochondrial membrane from that of the ER. We describe and discuss the reasons why the thickness of a
MERC should be considered a regulated structural parameter of the cell that defines and controls its function. Further, we
propose a MERC classification that will help organize the expanding field of MERCs biology and of their role in cell physiology and
human disease.
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Facts

� Mitochondria form contacts with the smooth endoplasmic
reticulum (ER; mitochondria–ER contacts, MERCs) as well
with the ribosome-containing rough ER (ribo-MERCs).

� MERCs are dynamic structures that respond to the
metabolic state of the cell.

� The key structural elements of a MERC are the size of its
area and the width of the gap that separates the cytosolic
face of the mitochondrion and of the ER (MERC thickness).

� MERCs size and thickness are regulated parameters of
the cell.

� The thickness of a MERC likely determines its cellular
function.

� The thickness of a MERC ranges from ≈10 to ≈50 nm; the
thickness of a ribo-MERC ranges from ≈50 to ≈ 80 nm.

� Wehave proposed a ‘MERC nomenclature’ that is based on
merging the thickness of this structure to the diverse array
of cellular processes that it can regulate.

� The isolation of the MERCs that is obtainable through
biophysical protocols yields the mitochondria-associated
ER membranes (MAMs).

Open Questions

� What are the molecular mechanisms governing the
structural plasticity of the MERCs? Are they linked to
human diseases?

� How do metabolic changes instruct the MERCs to change
size and thickness?

� What determines the function of a MERC? Can one type of
MERC have more than one function?

� What are the proteins that bridge the gap between the
mitochondria and the ER at the MERCs? Do different types
of MERC have different proteomes?

� What is the function of the ribo-MERCs? Are they also a
dynamic and regulated parameter of the cell?

Introduction: of MERCs and MAMs

The execution of several biological processes, like phospho-
lipid biosynthesis and Ca2+ signaling, require two different
organelles to be in close proximity. At these sites of ‘contact’
the organelles are never really touching each other, but the
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perpendicular distance that separates them is narrow, typically
from 10 to 50 nm. The most-studied interorganellar contact is
the one occurring between the mitochondrion and the ER:
the MERC.
In electron microscopy (EM) images, a MERC appears as

the juxtaposition of the cytosolic face of the outer mitochon-
drial membrane (OMM) to that of the smooth ER1–3 (Figure 1);
however, since the ribosome-containing rough ER also forms
contacts with mitochondria (Figure 1), we call this type of
interorganellar association as ribo-MERC. In either case, the
twomembranes run parallel to each other for several hundreds
nanometers of length,4 separated by a cleft whose width
ranges from ≈10 to ≈80 nm (Figure 1).
The number, length, and ‘thickness’ of the MERC are

regulated parameters of the cell; they contribute to define its
biological function and provide the elements on which the cell
can regulate the activity of this subcellular compartment. Few
papers have provided experimental proof of MERCs dyna-
mism. Bravo et al.5 showed that, in HeLa cells, early phases of
ER stress are accompanied by a 2.5-fold increase in the
number of close ER–mitochondria contacts. Csordas et al.6

showed by EM that exposure of RBL-2H3 cells to apoptotic
stimuli decreased the average distance/thickness between
mitochondria and ER from 28.2 nm to ≅20 nm. Our cryo-EM
imaging and in vivo postprandial studies show that in the

mouse liver the thickness and the length of the MERCs
depends on the metabolic state of the hepatocyte;4 more
specifically, when the mTORC1 nutrient-sensing pathway
disengages the average MERCs thickness increases from
14 to 20 nm, and the average length expands from 145 to
270 nm. Under these metabolic states the number of MERCs
does not change, indicating that the execution of the under-
lying physiological programs does not depend on the density
of the MERCs but, rather, by the proportion of mitochondrial
surface that is ‘enveloped’ by the smooth ER, which increases
from 4 to 11% when nutrients drop.4 Thus, MERCs structure
adapts to metabolic transitions, suggesting that MERC activity
and dynamics are interdependent.
Whether different cell types are characterized by distinct

structural signatures of their MERCs (number, length, and
thickness) remains unknown, but this might be the case. In
mouse hepatocytes at least one mitochondrion in four has a
MERC;4 however, in mitochondria sitting at the synapses of
neurons of the dentate gyrus of the mouse brain MERCs are
typically absent (our unpublished observations). In HeLa cells,
the surface of the mitochondrial network in apposition to the
ER ranges from 5 to 20% of the total;7 however, in mouse liver
cells MERCs cover 4 to 11% of the mitochondrial surface,
depending on the metabolic state of the cell.4 These findings
support a model where the MERCs are a dynamic

Figure 1 Mitochondria form sites of contact with the smooth ER (MERCs) and with the ribosome-containing rough ER (ribo-MERCs). These two types of structures can exist
as part of a single unit (a) or as separate entities (b). MERCs are the most-studied ones because they are responsible for ions and lipid transfer between the two organelles;
ribo-MERCs, instead, have been so far poorly studied and their function is still unknown. Both types of mitochondria–ER contacts typically extend over several hundreds
nanometer in length. In mouse liver hepatocytes (shown here), the vast majority of the MERCs are characterized by having the two organelles juxtaposed at a constant distance
that varies between ~10 and ~25 nm for the MERCs, and ~50 to ~80 nm for the ribo-MERCs. The length and the thickness of the MERC change during hepatic metabolic shifts,4

indicating that they are regulated structural parameters of the cell. The reason behind the structural plasticity of the MERCs remains unknown, but it could be a key part of the
mitochondrial adaptive response that contributes to build the metabolic flexibility of the cell91
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compartment whose ultrastructural organization is integrated
in the regulation of key fundamental processes of cell biology
and metabolism.
High-magnification EM imaging of the MERC cleft shows

the presence of electron-dense areas (Figure 2); these

structures are widely accepted to be protein complexes that
tether together the two organelles,6,8 a possibility that has its
raison d’etre in the fact that their membranes run parallel to
each other for hundreds of nanometers,4 covering several μm2

of ER and mitochondrial surface: such a highly organized

Figure 2 MERCs of various thicknesses are filled by electron-dense structures. Cryo-EM images from mouse hepatocytes4 showing MERC clefts of different average width
decorated by electron-dense strcutures (a–c; arrows); these structures are likely formed by proteins that tether the two membranes together and that form the complexes that
drive the function of the MERC
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structure can only be achieved through specialized
protein complexes that keep the membranes tethered together,
thereby allowing at a well-defined distance. The membranes
that form the MERCs can be purified using subcellular
fractionation techniques and density gradients of Percoll or
Optiprep;9,10 at which point they are called MAMs.10–15 MERCs
and MAMs are sometime used as synonyms, but they do not
mean the same thing. The term MERC describes the
architecture and ultrastructural organization of the site of contact
between the two organelles, which can be visualized by EM and
that provide the physical platform for the execution of specific
cellular functions. The term MAM, instead, being the product of
the biophysical enrichment of mitochondria and ERmembranes
tethered together, describes the repertoire of proteins and lipids
that form the MERCs. The MAMs, therefore, embody the
biochemical essence of the MERCs. We propose to use the
term MAMswhen describing the results of experiments deriving
from the biophysical purification, and subsequent biochemical/
functional characterization, of mitochondria–ER contacts; and
the term MERC when describing the structure and function of
this compartment, or when providing imaging data that describe
it. We also propose to use the term ‘lipid-MERC’ when referring
to a MERC involved in lipid transfer/biosynthesis; ‘Ca2+–MERC’
to a MERC implicated in Ca2+ transfer; ‘fission-MERC’ and
‘phago-MERC’ to a MERC engaged in mitochondrial division
and autophagosome formation, respectively.
MERCs and MAMs are at the center of intense investiga-

tions for their role in lipid and Ca2+ homeostasis and for their
implication in the etiology of metabolic and degenerative
disorders.15–18 Although many papers have explored their
function, only few have analyzed in details their structure,
number and length. However, importantly, little attention has
been given to the thickness of the MERC; that is, the
width of the cleft separating the ER from the OMM. However,
to date little attention has been given to the thickness of the
MERC; arguably the only structural parameter that
regulates the function of the MERC, which ultimately is that
of regulating the transfer of ions and molecules between
different organelles. Whether the MERCs thickness is a fixed
or dynamic parameter also remains poorly explored, although
multiple evidence suggest that cells use the structural
plasticity of the MERCs to regulate their activity, a possibility
supported by the notion that ER stress doubles the
number of tight MERCs6 and increases ER–mitochondria
Ca2+flux, leading to higher oxygen consumption within
mitochondria.5

Of MERCs Thickness and The Diffusion Laws of Einstein
and Fick

The passage of an ion or of a molecule through a lipid
bilayer occurs first through specialized channels or transpor-
ters; then, the movement of the ion/molecule proceeds either
by active transport (e.g., microtubule-mediated transport), or
by diffusion. Both types of movements have limits. Active
transport is an energetically expensive process that, however,
can ensure a directionally controlled movement through long
distances; instead, diffusion is a zero-energy process that
allows the stochastic movement of ions/molecules through
short distances. Although active transport at the MERCs has

not yet been reported, diffusion is undoubtedly involved in
Ca2+ transfer from the Ca2+-releasing unit on the ER
membrane to the low-affinity mitochondrial Ca2+ Uniporter
(MCU).19,20 Therefore, the Ca2+-exchange function of the
MERCs is subjected to the laws of physics,21 which are
described in Fick’s and Einstein’s diffusion theories. According
to Fick’s laws, Ca2+ will move from regions of high concentra-
tion on the ER membrane to regions of low concentration on
the mitochondrial surface, forming a concentration gradient
that changeswith time. Einstein’s diffusion equation22 predicts
that doubling the typicalMERCs cleft would slow down theCa2+

diffusion time about four folds; therefore, theMERCs thickness
dictates the existence, the extent and the frequency of Ca2+

transfer between these organelles. The average width of a
MERC that coordinates Ca2+-transfer (herein denoted as
Ca2+–MERC) is ≅15 nm.6,23 To date, it is not known how a
wider distance between the ER and the OMMwould impact on
Ca2+ transfer. However, the Ca2+-transfer machinery is formed
by ER- and OMM-resident proteins that, together, form a
complex (inositol 3-phosphate receptor (IP3R)-grp75-VDAC)
that spans the two membranes;24 therefore, it is likely that a
MERC cleft wider than 25 nm would not consent the assembly
of the IP3R-grp75-VDAC complex, thereby compromising the
mitochondria–ERCa2+ transfer.21 Doubling the cleft from 15 to
30 nm would theoretically bring [Ca2+] on the OMM surface
from ≅15 μM, which is the value of [Ca2+] microdomains
measured in cell-based assays,23,25 to ≅ 3 μM;26 the latter
value is well below the Km of MCU (20–30 μM), and would
hamper Ca2+ uptake. A wider cleft would also increase the
time required for Ca2+ ions to diffuse from the mouth of the
IP3R to the mitochondrion and, by implication, the time
required to buildMCU-responsive [Ca2+]. Thus, changes in the
width of a Ca2+–MERC might regulate Ca2+ signaling activity,
supporting a model where changes in the MERCs width
accompany physiological or metabolic transitions.27,28 Con-
sistent with this possibility, Csordas et al. showed that
RBL-2H3 cells subjected to proapoptotic stimuli respond by
narrowing the MERCs cleft from 28± 2 to 19± 2 nm;6

however, whether this plasticity also occurs in vivo and during
physiological responses remains unknown. To gain insights
on MERCs dynamics, we returned to the cryo-EM images
acquired for our recent study, where we reported that MERCs
double in length during fasting.4 Under these conditions, the
MERC cleft widens ≅45%, ‘opening’ from 14.2±0.5 to
20.8±1.2 nm (2 and 5 h postprandial, respectively; n= 50;
***Po0.001). These data indicate that the structural plasticity
of the MERC cleft accompanies changes in cell metabolism,
possibly as part of an adaptive process, consistent with the
notion that mitochondrial ultrastructure and bioenergetics are
tightly integrated to cell physiology.27–29 Impairing the remo-
deling of the MERC thickness might, therefore, underlie the
development of those pathologies that have been linked to
altered MERCs activity, such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD),30

Parkinson’s disease31 and cancer.32

The Ion-MERC: An Ion Exchanger Platform

It has been long known that mitochondria can uptakeCa2+ and
accumulate it to regulate enzymes that are central to the
bioenergetics and biosynthetic output of the organelle
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(e.g., pyruvate, alpha-ketoglutarate and isocitrate dehydro-
genase).33–35 However, the long-standing puzzle of how
mitochondria pick up Ca2+ using the low-affinity MCU has
been solved only recently. Pioneering studies proposed a
model where microdomains of high [Ca2+] are formed by the
release of the ion from the lumen of the ER directly on the
mitochondrial surface at sites of close proximity between
these organelles.7,25,36 Ca2+ uptake by MCU,19,20 although
possible without physical coupling of the ER to the mitochon-
drion, is favored when the ERmembrane is facing the OMM at
a narrow distance of ≈15 nm;6,23 artificially reducing the width
of the cleft between the two organelles (below 7 nm) abated by
80% mitochondria Ca2+ uptake,23 possibly due to steric
hindrance: the IP3R, which releases Ca2+, is estimated to
protrude 10 nm from the ER membrane;37 a juxtaposition
o7 nmwidewould not be sufficient to host the ER–OMMCa2+

transfer machinery, which is composed by the IP3R in complex
with grp75 and voltage-dependent anion channel
(VDAC).21,23,24 As explained above, a wider cleft of 30 nm
would also hamper Ca2+ uptake. It appears, therefore, that
efficient Ca2+ transfer at the Ca2+–MERC can occur when the
membranes of the organelles are properly spaced apart,
possibly at a distance of 12–24 nm: a shorter or a wider
distance between the organelleswould impair Ca2+ transfer for
different reasons. On the basis of Fick and Einstein’s laws, any
change in the thickness of the Ca2+–MERCwithin the range of
12–24 nm is also poised to have an effect in the rate of Ca2+

uptake. Therefore, changing the thickness of the Ca2+–MERC
would impact on the activity of several enzymes of the Krebs
cycle and on the strength of the IP3R Ca2+ signaling pathway,
which are critical in controlling cell bioenergetics.28 It is well-
established that Ca2+ transfer and signaling occurs not only at
the MERC, but also at the sites of contact that the
mitochondrion establishes with the plasma membrane or with
other organelles.38–40 However, little is known on the length,
thickness, dynamics and tethering of these subcellular
structures. Nonetheless, it is tempting to speculate that Ca2+

regulation at these sites could occur through a change in the
distance that separates the mitochondrion from its partnering
membrane.
The diffusion laws and the principles discussed above are

poised to guide themovement of any type of ion at theMERCs;
for example, Zn2+,41,42 which is uptaken by mitochondria to
modulate ATP production.43,44 Another ion that accumulates
in the mitochondrial matrix is copper.45 How this element is
delivered to the organelle remains unclear, but evidence
suggest that Cu+ transport mechanisms exists in the Golgi and
the ER.46,47 Therefore, it is conceivable that Cu+ could be
transferred from the ER to the mitochondrion by a still
uncharacterized type of ion-MERC. Cu+ is an essential co-
factor of mitochondrial respiratory complexes; its loading in the
redox center of the cytochrome c oxidase is mediated by a
sophisticated molecular mechanisms that involves Cu+ metal-
lochaperones like SCO1 and SCO2 (synthesis of cytochrome c
oxidase, factors 1 and 2).48–50 In this context, a specialized type
of ion-MERC that is capable of Cu+ transfer would be an ideal
platform for controlled mitochondrial uptake of this essential
element; recently developed sensors thatmeasuremetal ions in
living systems51 could be used to address this possibility.

The Lipid-MERC: A Site of Phospholipid Biosynthesis
and Trafficking

Organelles exchange lipids and this process requires their
membranes to be in close proximity. For instance, in yeast,
contacts between the mitochondria and the vacuole deliver
lipids to the former.52 A role of the contacts between the
mitochondrion and the ER in yeast lipid homeostasis has also
been proposed and linked to the ERMES and the EMC protein
complex; this possibility is debated and remains to be
clarified.52 In mammals, lipid transfer occurs also between
mitochondria and the ER, at the sites of contact between these
organelles.15,53,54 Here the lipid-MERC serves as a platform
for lipid biosynthesis, as demonstrated by Jane Vance.10,14

At theMAM, phosphatidylserine is first synthesized in the ER by
PSS1 and PSS2; then transferred to the mitochondrion, where
a decarboxylase converts it to phosphatidylethanolamine; the
latter is transferred back to the ER, where a methyltransferase,
phosphatidylethanolamine N-methyltransferase-2, converts it
into phosphatidylcholine, a major component of the cell
membrane. Subsequently, studies revealed that MAMs are
also the site of triacylglycerol synthesis and steroidogenesis.15

Assuming that in a lipid-MERC the density of lipid
biosynthetic enzymes and transporters is homogeneous, its
output should be proportional to the size of its area. If so, any
increase or decrease in the area of the lipid-MERC should be
accompanied by a similar change in the amount of lipids
synthesized by the lipid-MERC. In contrast, changes in the
thickness of the lipid-MERC might have a role as an ON/OFF
switch of the lipid transfer process. Two models have been
proposed to mediate the shuttling of lipids between two
membranes.55 The first operates via the tunneling of a lipid
through hydrophobic channels formed by protein complexes,
which would be disrupted upon thewidening of the lipid-MERC
cleft. The second requires the coating of the lipid by shuttling
proteins that then would diffuse from one membrane to the
other; in the latter case, the widening of the lipid-MERC cleft
would subject the lipid transfer to Fick’s and Einstein’s laws
that, as explained above, control their time and rate of delivery.
Either model supports a paradigm where the width of the lipid-
MERC is a regulated parameter that serves to control lipid
metabolism and homeostasis.
A potential cross-relationship between lipid and mitochon-

dria metabolism has been proposed by Tasseva et al.;56 the
authors showed that partial depletion of phosphatidylethano-
lamine causes extensive mitochondrial defects both in terms
of morphology, and of respiratory capacity. Thus, impairment
of lipid-MERC activity could impact on the activity of other
MERC types and/or have a role in the maintenance of
mitochondrial function and cell bioenergetics; a major implica-
tion of this concept is that dysfunctions in lipid-MERCs could
be linked to the etiology of human disease. As mentioned
above, MERCs and MAMs are two sides of the same coin;
therefore, evidence on the role of lipid-MERCs in human
diseases can be inferred by studies conducted on MAMs.
Recent studies from Area-Gomez et al.30,57 have shown that
the lipid-related function of the MAMs is increased in cells
expressing mutated forms of familial AD proteins Presenilin-1
and Presenilin-2; also, that the presenilins and their gamma-
secretase activity are enriched at the MAM, where the
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Aβ peptide is indeed also generated.58 Fibroblasts from
AD patients, whose symptoms include aberrant lipid
metabolism,59 have more ‘long’ (50–200 nm) and ‘very long’
(4200 nm) MERCs, and increased lipid biosynthesis/transfer.
These observations led to the formulation of the ‘MAM
hypothesis’, which states that AD is essentially a disorder of
ER-mitochondrial communication.60 These studies linked
for the first time defective MAMs structure and function to a
major neurodegenerative disease,30,57,60 validating previous
evidence of a role of the MAMs in AD pathogenesis.61–63 and
paving the way to studies showing upregulated expression of
MAM-associated proteins in human and mouse AD brains
prior to the appearance of amyloid plaques.64 Thus, altered
lipid-MERC function might trigger amyloid plaques
formation, which is at the core of the ‘amyloid hypothesis’;
in this scenario, the MAM and the amyloid hypothesis are not
mutually exclusive, but place the loss of lipid homeostasis
upstream of amyloid plaques deposition. Given the compelling
evidence supporting the MAM hypothesis and the lack of
therapies for AD patients, studies addressing this pathology as
a brain metabolic disorder in lipid homeostasis are warranted.

The Phago-MERC: The Autophagosome Point of Origin

A recent study revealed that, in mammals, autophagosomes
can form also at MERCs.65 After starvation, syntaxin-17 binds
and recruits at MERCs the preautophagosome/autophago-
some markers ATG14-ATG5; indeed, ATG14 co-fractionates
in the MAMs fraction upon starvation.65 Interestingly, the EM
images published in this study localize ATG14 at MERCs in
which the distance separating the two organelles is ~ 50 nm,65

suggesting that the type of MERC that serves as the platform
for autophagosome formation, the phago-MERC, cannot
support ion or lipid exchanges.
The wider cleft at the phago-MERC might make sense in

light of the fact that the initiation of the autophagic process
requires sufficient space for the formation of the omegasome
and of the isolation membrane. The initiation of autophagy
requires indeed the presence of the class III PI3K complex and
of the UNC51-like kinase (ULK) complex;66 the latter contains
a large number of proteins, including the Ser/Thr kinases
ULK1 and/or ULK2, ATG13, FAK family kinase-interacting
protein of 200 kDa and ATG101. Although the crystal
structures of these complexes are not yet solved, the sterical
constraints that they impose on the phago-MERC should be
considerable, likely requiring the two organelles to be
considerably spaced apart.
The existence of phago-MERCs raises the question of

whether these structures are formed de novo upon autophagy
initiation or, alternatively, whether dormant units exist under
steady-state condition. Future studies on the plasticity of the
phago-MERC number, length and thickness, as well as on the
type of tether that keeps mitochondria and ER juxtaposed
at the considerable distance of 50 nm will be key to the
understanding of a process that is tightly interconnected with
metabolic networks and redox homeostasis, and that is central
to malignant transformation and cancer progression.67,68

The Ribo-MERC: The Link between Mitochondria and The
Ribosome-Containing Rough ER

In the 1980s, EM studies showed that 80% or mitochondria
have zones of close proximity with the ribosome-containing
rough ER (RER).2,3 Since then, several groups reported the
existence of RER–mitochondria contact sites,4,6,69 which
we propose to call ribo-MERCs to harmonize and simplify
the nomenclature. Here the width of the cleft separating the
OMM from the RER varies between ~50 and -80 nm. Recent
studies suggest that mitochondria are tethered to the smooth
and rough ER through distinct mechanisms, with the
Glycoprotein 78 E3 ubiquitin ligase protein, an ER
membrane-anchored ubiquitin ligase (E3), being implicated
in the formation of the ribo-MERCs.69 However, much remains
unknown about these structure, which are often found to be in
continuity with the ‘normal’, ribosome-free MERCs (Figure 1
and Figure 3).4 Future studies will need to focus on the
function of these structures and on whether or not they
remodel their length and thickness during ER stress or meta-
bolic transitions as it is the case for other types of MERCs.4–6

Conclusion and Perspectives

In light of the data and of the laws of physics discussed here,
MERCs appear to constitute a group of functionally specia-
lized compartments whose activity and regulation is directed
by the width of the cleft that separates the cytosolic face of the
OMM and of the ER the MERC thickness. This parameter
participates in specifying the function of the MERC and is, to
date, the only available mean to speculate on the function(s) of
a MERC or to distinguish among the various types of MERCs;
indeed, any prediction on these matters remains heavily
influenced by a considerable amount of guess work; further-
more, direct comparison of the MERC thickness measured in
different studies should be done cautiously whenever the
sample prepared for electron microscopy has been fixed by
chemical cross-linking. However, our cryo-EM images clearly
show that, within the same liver cell section, MERCs of
different average thickness exist (Figure 4 and Figure 2).
Whereas the lipid-MERC is expected to be the narrowest

type of MERC (possibly due to the molecular mechanism
implicated in the transfer of largely hydrophobic molecules
between the organelles), the phago-MERC is probably the
widest type (due to the need to accommodate the large protein
complexes that are required for omegasome biogenesis).
Thus, EM images showing MERCs with a 10 nm gap might be
predicted to be lipid-MERCs, but not phago-MERCs. A width
of ≈20 nm can be ascribed to a Ca2+–MERC. However, things
could be complicated by the existence of ‘dormant’ lipid-
MERCs; that is, lipid-MERCs in stand-by, ready to start
working as soon as the two membranes halve their distance
(Figure 3). Likewise, a MERC with a cleft of 30 nm could be
either a Ca2+–MERC or a dormant phago-MERC. Therefore,
despite the complex and uncertain assignment of the various
MERC types, MERCs dynamics are poised to act as key
regulators of MERCs activities.
The existence of MERC’s clefts whose width ranges from

≅10 to ≅ 80 nm suggests that different types of mitochondria–
ER tethers exist, not least because the opposite scenario, One
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ring (tether) to rule them all (MERCs),70 would be untenable.
First, because even if the width of the MERC’s cleft is
dynamic,6 a fivefold change in the distance that separates two
organelles that are juxtaposed over an extended area of their
surface (4–11%4) would be an energy-expensive cellular
process (if not thermodynamically unattainable); second,
because it would imply the existence of a universal molecular
tether that, to date, does not seem to exist.
EM studies showed that the cleft of a MERC is typically

dotted by electron-dense areas that are widely accepted to be
formed by protein complexes (Figure 2). On this subject, it is
important to stress the difference existing between a MERC
tethering and a MERC resident protein. The first is required
for MERC formation and to physically hold together the
organelles (and, possibly, to dynamically regulate the MERC
thickness - Figure 3); the latter is a protein that localizes in the
cleft of the MERC and participates in its biochemical activity or
functional regulation. A MERC resident protein might, directly
or indirectly, participate in MERCs formation: for instance, by
spacing apart the opposing membranes of the ER and the
mitochondrion at a distance that allows the formation of MERC
tethers; however, the structural composition of its domains
does not warrant to consider it a bona fide MERC tether. In this
respect, the IP3R-grp75-VDAC complex does not have a
tethering role24,71 but, rather, a MERC spacing/filling function
that derives from functionally coupling ER and mitochondria
in Ca2+ exchanges. Whether MERC resident proteins are

required for the assembly of MERC tethering protein
complexes remains to be elucidated. Studies from multiple
laboratories have shown that Mitofusin-2 (Mfn2) is a
tether,8,17,72 likely of the Ca2+–MERC;72,73 studies arguing
the opposite have recently emerged,74,75 but they could be
reconciled by hypothesizing that the loss of the Ca2+–MERC
tether triggers compensatory responses during which another
MERC tether rescues the phenotype associated to the loss of
Mfn2. Accordingly, in cultured Mfn2− /− MEFs (mouse
embryonic fibroblasts), lipid-MERCs in a ‘resting state’ (say,
with a cleft of 17–20 nm—see Figure 1b of ref. 75), could
somewhat complement the loss of Mfn2-mediated tethering.
In mouse hepatocytes, ≈10-nm-thick MERCs are frequently
observed (our unpublished data; Figure 4); immortalized
Mfn2-/- cells could have more of them, some of which might
mediate Ca2+-transfer by widening 1.5–2-folds into a ‘relaxed’
state. In such a MERCs ‘multi-tether’model, MERC thickness
can change up to twofold,6 a possibility that is plausible under
a protein-complex structural point of view. Future studies
investigating the impact of cell confluence and metabolism on
the width of the MERCs of Mfn2− /− MEFs will
provide information on the role of MERCs plasticity in cell
physiology.
Interestingly, Mfn2 knockout leads to permanent ER

stress;76,77 this is manifested with an increase in the amount
of releasable Ca2+ from the ER lumen andwith a 30% increase
in the volume of ER membranes.74 ER stress is well known to

Figure 3 Model depicting how changes in the distance that separates the mitochondria from the ER could regulate MERCs function and/or level of activity. MERCs are dynamic
structures; the width of the cleft changes depending on the metabolic state of the cell. This model shows how a too wide or too narrow distance between the organelles could affect the
assembly of the complexes that drive calcium and lipid fluxes. Awidth of 30 nm is likely to result in a functionally dormant MERC (a); based on Fick and Einstein’s diffusion laws, a cleft
20 nm wide would support higher rates and volumes of calcium uptake than one that is 25-nm wide (b); however, a cleft of 10 nm would impair this process, due to steric hindrance of
the proteins that form the complex that regulates its flux from the ER to the mitochondrion. Instead, a 10-nm wide MERC cleft could allow the formation of the proteins that mediate lipid
transfer (c), which likely requires the tunneling of a lipid through hydrophobic channels formed by protein complexes anchored to the two juxtaposed membranes55
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increase the length and reduce the thickness of the MERCs,6

a spatial reorganization that correlates with increased ATP
levels, oxygen consumption, reductive power and mitochon-
drial Ca2+ uptake.5,8 Strikingly, however, Mfn2-/- MEFs
consume less oxygen than controls,78 unlike what is observed
upon ER stress.5 The administration of chemical chaperones
known to alleviate ER stress and the knockdown of the ER
stress kinase PERK can partially rescue components
of the Mfn2− /− phenotype, including the reduced oxygen
consumption rates;77,78 taken together these findings suggest
that although ablation of Mfn2 causes ER stress, its effect is
somewhat different from what happens during ‘normal’ ER
stress, a possibility consistent with an altered quality/type of

tethering.8 Evidence that during ER stress and metabolic
transitions MERCs can change length4 and thickness (see
above) support the concept that MERCs dynamics must have
a critical role in the Mfn2 knockout phenotype.
The ER is an assembly of distinct membrane domains that

execute diverse functions: the ER quality control compartment
(ERQC), where ER-associated degradation (ERAD) occurs,
the plasma membrane-associated membrane (PAM), and the
MERCs. These domains are characterized by unique pro-
teomes, indicating that their composition is the result of a
regulated process that involves specific sorting and assembly
mechanisms. How proteins are targeted at the MERCs has
remained elusive till recently, when Lynes et al.79,80

Figure 4 The width of the MERC cleft is rather uniform, but varies from MERC to MERC. Representative cryo-EM images of mouse hepatocytes4 showing a MERC with an
average constant width of ≈12 nm (a) and ≈20 nm (b). As the distance between the organelles is a regulated structural parameter of the cell and is subjected to Fick and
Einstein’s diffusion laws, it is conceivable that the two MERCs shown here could have different function and/or level of activity
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demonstrated that palmitoylation of key cysteine
residues located near the membrane-spanning domain of
ER-localized proteins is a key process to enrich them on the
MAM. Whether and how protein palmitoylation is integrated
into the mechanisms that regulate changes in MERCs length
and thickness during metabolic transitions4 remains to be
established.
The fact that mitochondria and the ER are tethered together

allows the biochemical purification of the MERCs as MAMs.
MAMs purification yields the ensemble of membranes that are
bound to the ER, including the lipid-MERCs, the ion-MERCs,
the phago-MERCs, the ribo-MERCs and the sites where ER
tubules contact mitochondria to mediate the Drp-1-dependent
constriction that guides mitochondria division,81,82 the fission-
MERC. As such, the current MAM proteomes,83,84 are
representative of the protein collections of all types of MERCs
in the tissue and cell type from which the MAMswere isolated.
Similarly, localization of major protein complexes like the
γ–secretase30,57 and mTORC285 at the MAMs will need to be
investigated by immunogold analysis, to associate their
localization to a specific MERC thickness and, therefore,
function.
In yeast, 3D reconstruction of the fission-MERC define this

subcellular compartment as the site where the ER membrane
comes within 30 nm of the OMM and ribosomes are excluded.
Here the ER appears to wrap around mitochondria to varying
degrees, in some cases nearly circumscribing completely the
organelle and constricting it to a diameter of 138–146 nm
(versus 193–215 nm in the absence of a fission-MERC).81 In
mammals, correlative cryogenic fluorescence microscopy and
soft X-ray tomography (CFM–SXT) revealed the presence of
ER extensions 168 nm long and 80 nm in diameter that
contact mitochondria at vision sites enriched in the mitochon-
drial dynamics proteins Mid49 and Mid51 (mitochondrial
dynamics proteins of 49 and 51 kDa).82 By implication, a
MERC with a length longer than 100 nm should not be a
fission-MERC.
The possibility that MERCs have specialized functions does

not exclude that a MERC could be preprogrammed (and
reprogrammed) to execute multiple tasks. A MERCwith a cleft
of 20 nm could be a working Ca2+–MERC. Such a MERC, in
principle, could also host the protein complexes required for
lipid synthesis/transfer. Upon halving the MERC width to
10 nm, these complexes would then be primed to start their
functions while Ca2+ transfer, instead, would stop. Under such
scenario, therefore, the plasticity of the MERC thickness could
serve to switch MERC function (Figure 3).
Recent studies have suggested that effective Ca2+ transfer

and generation of Ca2+ signals depends on an optimal
theoretical distance of 30–85 nm between IP3R and MCU.86

Therefore, when studying the Ca2+–MERC, the spatial
relationship between the OMM and the highly impermeable
inner mitochondrial membrane (IMM) must also be taken into
account because MCU localizes there.19,20,87 Electron tomo-
graphy studies of mitochondria from various species and
tissues showed that sites of close proximity (‘contacts’)
between the OMM and the IMM exist; here, the two
membranes are separated by a gap of 10–14 nm,88,89 a
distance that supports the efficient flux of Ca2+ from the ER
lumen to the mitochondrial matrix at the Ca2+–MERC. An even

narrower distance between the IMM and the OMM might
explain why in certain tissues Ca2+ uptake occurs even if the
distance between the organelles is wide, as in the skeletal
muscle, where the cleft separating the mitochondrial surface
from the Ryanodine Receptor on the junctional sarcoplasmic
reticulum (jSR) is 130 nm (37 nm in the cardiac muscle). In
these cells, Eisner et al. proposed that the two mitochondrial
membranes are in real contact, forming an arrangement of the
jSR–OMM–IMM that, ultimately, provide a ‘highway’ for Ca2+

delivery from the SR to the mitochondrial matrix.90 Hence,
similar to the distance between the ER and the OMM, the
distance between the OMM and the IMM might also be a
regulated structural parameter, a possibility that, in turn, would
support the existence of a molecular mechanism that
organizes the spatial ‘sandwich-like’ arrangement and, per-
haps, the joint tethering, of the ER, OMM and IMM at the sites
of Ca2+ transfer. Such three-membrane structure could
regulate the activity of lipid-MERCs because, like MCU,
enzymes involved in MERC-mediated lipid biosynthesis are
in the IMM.15

Recent studies have shown that the lipid composition of the
MAMs is unique, resembling that of intracellular detergent-
resistant lipid raft (LR)-like domain.30 Extending these findings
to the MERCs should be done keeping in mind that although
lipid-MERCs might have a LR-like composition, the same
might not be the case for other types of MERCs. LRs are
enriched of cholesterol and sphingolipids: their unique
composition confers them a ordered structure that, ultimately,
compartmentalize and stabilize the molecular machinery that
they contain. Structural insights on the protein complexes
harbored within the MERCs will also provide insights on
whether and how the lipid composition of a MERC participates
in defining its function. Our study has shown that loss of
mammalian target of rapamycin complex (mTORC) signaling
activates a program that doubles the length of the MERCs in
o1 h.4 We currently do not know in how much time LR-like
domain can be formed; so, it is impossible to speculate
whether the longer MERCs that are formed upon loss of
mTORC1 signaling have the same lipid composition of the
shorter MERCs that serve the cell in the opposite metabolic
state. Nonetheless, lipidomics and proteomics analysis from
mouse liver MAMs isolated at different postprandial times is
possible:4 such studies will provide new insights on MERCs
lipid and proteomic composition as well as on LR biogenesis.
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